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The SettingThe Setting

••Extremely important to have privacyExtremely important to have privacy

••A feeling of emotional and physical safety is A feeling of emotional and physical safety is 
necessarynecessary

••Simplicity is acceptable but comfort is Simplicity is acceptable but comfort is 
necessarynecessary

••Arrange chairs so client can choose their seatArrange chairs so client can choose their seat

••Present a calm, pleasant, and prepared Present a calm, pleasant, and prepared 
appearanceappearance



Basic Counseling Basic Counseling 
approachesapproaches

•• Psychoanalytic TherapyPsychoanalytic Therapy

•• Adlerian TherapyAdlerian Therapy

•• Existential TherapyExistential Therapy

•• PersonPerson--centered Therapycentered Therapy

•• Gestalt TherapyGestalt Therapy

•• Transactional AnalysisTransactional Analysis

•• Behavior TherapyBehavior Therapy

•• RationalRational--emotive Therapyemotive Therapy

•• Reality TherapyReality Therapy



Psychoanalytic Psychoanalytic 
TherapyTherapy

••Originated by Sigmund FreudOriginated by Sigmund Freud

••Belief that behavior is influenced Belief that behavior is influenced 
by unconscious motives and by unconscious motives and 
conflictsconflicts

••Stresses the importance of early Stresses the importance of early 
developmentdevelopment



Adlerian TherapyAdlerian Therapy

••Alfred Adler disagreed with FreudAlfred Adler disagreed with Freud’’s s 
theoriestheories

••Like Freud, Adler believed that the Like Freud, Adler believed that the 
first six years influenced onefirst six years influenced one’’s lifes life

••Humans motivated by social urgesHumans motivated by social urges



Existential TherapyExistential Therapy

••This view leads us to reflect and decideThis view leads us to reflect and decide

••This view focuses on the nature of the This view focuses on the nature of the 
human conditionhuman condition

••Each personEach person’’s personality is seen as s personality is seen as 
uniqueunique

••OneOne’’s sense of self develops from s sense of self develops from 
infancyinfancy



PersonPerson--Centered Centered 
TherapyTherapy

••Original founder was Carl RogersOriginal founder was Carl Rogers
••Emphasized how people get, share, or Emphasized how people get, share, or 
surrender power and control over themselves surrender power and control over themselves 
and othersand others
••Developed nonDeveloped non--directive counselingdirective counseling
••Basic techniques Basic techniques –– active listening, reflection active listening, reflection 
of feelings, clarification, and of feelings, clarification, and ““being therebeing there”” for for 
the counseleethe counselee



Gestalt TherapyGestalt Therapy

•• Frederick S. Perls originated Frederick S. Perls originated 
this theorythis theory

•• Stresses that people must find Stresses that people must find 
their own way in life and accept their own way in life and accept 
personal responsibilitypersonal responsibility

•• Much focus on dealing with Much focus on dealing with 
unfinished business from the unfinished business from the 
pastpast

•• Emphasis on doing and Emphasis on doing and 
experiencingexperiencing



Transactional Transactional 
Analysis (TA)Analysis (TA)

•• Theory founded by Eric BerneTheory founded by Eric Berne

•• Focuses on decisions and contracts Focuses on decisions and contracts 
made by clientmade by client

•• Basic philosophy is that the client Basic philosophy is that the client 
has the potential for choicehas the potential for choice

•• Key words Key words –– game, decision, life game, decision, life 
script, rescript, re--decision, stroke, decision, stroke, 
discountingdiscounting



Behavior TherapyBehavior Therapy

•• Most studied and most Most studied and most 
familiar of all counseling familiar of all counseling 
approachesapproaches

•• Frequently used terms Frequently used terms ––
behavior modification, behavior modification, 
behavior therapybehavior therapy

•• Therapist functions as teacher Therapist functions as teacher 
or traineror trainer



RationalRational--Emotive Emotive 
TherapyTherapy

••Albert Ellis is the founderAlbert Ellis is the founder
••Based on the assumptions that Based on the assumptions that 
humans are born with potential for humans are born with potential for 
both rational and irrational thinkingboth rational and irrational thinking
••Emphasizes thinking, judging, Emphasizes thinking, judging, 
deciding, and doingdeciding, and doing
••Belief that people have the ability to Belief that people have the ability to 
change their behaviorchange their behavior



Reality TherapyReality Therapy

••Founded by William Founded by William GlasserGlasser

••Focuses on the present and the personFocuses on the present and the person’’s s 
strengthsstrengths

••Assumes that we choose our behavior and Assumes that we choose our behavior and 
are responsible for our behavior, thoughts, are responsible for our behavior, thoughts, 
and feelingsand feelings

••Use of contracts to cause change in behaviorUse of contracts to cause change in behavior



THE CLIENTTHE CLIENT
Strategies for dealing with the Strategies for dealing with the 

reluctant client:reluctant client:

•• Refuse to consider yourself the Refuse to consider yourself the 
target of the reluctance target of the reluctance 

•• Show confidence and do not be Show confidence and do not be 
intimidatedintimidated

•• Do not ignore the feelings of a Do not ignore the feelings of a 
clientclient



Strategies contStrategies cont’’d:d:

•• Try to interpret the reasons for the Try to interpret the reasons for the 
reluctance and use these as an reluctance and use these as an 
opportunity for teaching the client opportunity for teaching the client 
greater selfgreater self--understanding.understanding.

•• Show the client that counseling helps Show the client that counseling helps 
one to deal with feelings even if they one to deal with feelings even if they 
are uncomfortable. are uncomfortable. 

•• Patient exploration of the clientPatient exploration of the client’’s s 
behavior can help reduce the behavior can help reduce the 
reluctance.reluctance.

•• Go straight to work on  eliminating Go straight to work on  eliminating 
barriers.  barriers.  



Profile of a Profile of a 
CounselorCounselor

•• Have an identityHave an identity
•• Appreciate the worth God has Appreciate the worth God has 

placed on youplaced on you
•• Be open to changeBe open to change
•• Develop your own counseling Develop your own counseling 

stylestyle
•• Be open, sincere, and honestBe open, sincere, and honest
•• Develop your sense of humorDevelop your sense of humor
•• Be sensitive to peopleBe sensitive to people’’s cultures culture



Profile contProfile cont’’d:d:
•• Be an optimistBe an optimist
•• Enjoy lifeEnjoy life
•• Have a caring spiritHave a caring spirit
•• Have a reputation for Have a reputation for 

confidentialityconfidentiality
•• Be sensitive to human Be sensitive to human 

relationshipsrelationships
•• Have an objective attitudeHave an objective attitude
•• Do not display a passion to reform Do not display a passion to reform 

everyoneeveryone



Profiles ContProfiles Cont’’d:d:

•• Be naturalBe natural

•• Show confidence in people and Show confidence in people and 
in their potential for growthin their potential for growth

•• Be a listenerBe a listener

•• Observe boundariesObserve boundaries

•• Keep God as your GuideKeep God as your Guide



Types of CounselingTypes of Counseling

••Supportive CounselingSupportive Counseling
••Confrontational CounselingConfrontational Counseling
••Educative CounselingEducative Counseling
••Preventive CounselingPreventive Counseling
••Spiritual CounselingSpiritual Counseling
••Depth CounselingDepth Counseling
••Informal CounselingInformal Counseling



Counseling Plan of Counseling Plan of 
ActionAction

1.1. Define the problemDefine the problem
2.2. Establish goalsEstablish goals
3.3. Behavior changeBehavior change



Ethical Issues in Ethical Issues in 
CounselingCounseling

••It is of utmost importance that a It is of utmost importance that a 
counselor pays strict attention to counselor pays strict attention to 
ethics in counselingethics in counseling

••Ethics refer to good and bad Ethics refer to good and bad 
practices in counselingpractices in counseling



Ethical Issues ContEthical Issues Cont’’dd

The Rights of the ClientThe Rights of the Client

••Right of informed consentRight of informed consent

••Rights of minorsRights of minors

••Right of referralRight of referral

••Duty to warn and protectDuty to warn and protect



Social and Personal Social and Personal 
Relationships with Relationships with 

ClientsClients

•• How can a counselor balance a How can a counselor balance a 
friendship with a therapeutic friendship with a therapeutic 
relationship?relationship?

•• Referred to as Referred to as ““dual dual 
relationshipsrelationships””

•• Beware of exploitationBeware of exploitation



Touching a clientTouching a client

Here are some suggested guidelines Here are some suggested guidelines 
for using touching:for using touching:

•• In cases of counseling socially and In cases of counseling socially and 
emotionally immature clientsemotionally immature clients

•• In counseling people in crisis e.g. In counseling people in crisis e.g. 
grief or traumagrief or trauma

•• In giving general emotional In giving general emotional 
supportsupport

•• In greeting or at the end of a In greeting or at the end of a 
sessionsession



What About What About 
Suicidal Clients?Suicidal Clients?

••Giving away prized possessionsGiving away prized possessions
••Making and discussing suicide plansMaking and discussing suicide plans
••Previous suicide attempts or gesturesPrevious suicide attempts or gestures
••Expressions of hopelessness and Expressions of hopelessness and 
helplessnesshelplessness
••Statements that family and friends would not Statements that family and friends would not 
miss themmiss them
••Sudden positive behavior change following a Sudden positive behavior change following a 
period of depression period of depression 



What to do if a client What to do if a client 
threatens suicidethreatens suicide

••Disarm the client and remove all weapons or Disarm the client and remove all weapons or 
poisonous substances.poisonous substances.
••Recommend a frequency of counseling sessions.Recommend a frequency of counseling sessions.
••Arrange a method for the client to call you Arrange a method for the client to call you 
frequently between sessions so that his or her frequently between sessions so that his or her 
emotional state can be monitored.emotional state can be monitored.
••Urge the client to seek medical help and Urge the client to seek medical help and 
hospitalization.hospitalization.
••Do not underestimate the power of prayer.Do not underestimate the power of prayer.



CONFIDENTIALITYCONFIDENTIALITY

Circumstances for breaking confidentiality:Circumstances for breaking confidentiality:
••When clients pose a danger to themselvesWhen clients pose a danger to themselves
••When the therapist believes that a client When the therapist believes that a client 
under the age of 16 has been the victim of under the age of 16 has been the victim of 
rape, incest, child abuse, or some other rape, incest, child abuse, or some other 
crimecrime
••When the counselor determines that the When the counselor determines that the 
client needs hospitalizationclient needs hospitalization
••When information is made an issue in a When information is made an issue in a 
court casecourt case



ConclusionConclusion

••Christian counseling is a Christian counseling is a 
ministryministry

••Christian counselors are uniqueChristian counselors are unique

••Christian counselors see their Christian counselors see their 
client as a soul to be savedclient as a soul to be saved
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